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A MORPHOLOGICAL PARSER FOR AFRIKAANS 

L.G. de Stadler and M.W. Coetzer 
University of Stellenbosch 

1. Introduction^ 

South Africa is a complex society experiencing a taxing pe-

riod in its history. In the new South Africa there are roany 

problems to be addressed if the country wishes to survive the 

times that lie ahead. Two of the problems pertinent to the 

theme of discussion at this congress are 

a. the immense problem of education, and 

b . the problem of cross-linguistic communication in a 

multilingual society. 

Against this background the importance of research in the 

field of computational linguistics must become clear. At the 

moment we are experiencing a wave of interest in this field of 

study sweeping the country and especially the linguistic com-

munity. It is important however to state that, at this moment, 

in South Africa computational linguistics is a new and weakly 

developed field of research. Some work has been done in the 

fields of computational lexicography, syntactic analysis, mor-

phological analysis and speech synthesis. 

2. Text-to-speech systems 

Some years ago the communication industry in South Africa saw 

the need to start developing sophisticated communication 

systems, one type being systems linking text and speech (in both 

directions) for the different languages, including Afrikaans, 

the third largest language in South Africa. 

During the past few years researchers at the University of 

Stellenbosch have been developing a text-to-speech system for 

Afrikaans (as well as other languages such as Xhosa) . The main 

components of the system include 

1. This paper was first presented at the International Coling 
Conference held in Helsinki in August 1990. Due to a 
decision on a partial boycott of my participation only the 
abstract of the paper was published. 
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a. phonetic transcription of the written text, 

b. synthesis of a speech signal from the phonetic 

transcription, and 

c. provision of the correct stress contours to the 

result of b . 

There are at least two approaches to the problem of phonetic 

transcription (see also MITalk, on which our system was modelled 

at first): 

a. the use of rules transforming text into speech, or 

b. the use of a lexicon consisting of as many items as 

possible, each listed with its own phonetic trans-

cription. 

The researchers opted for option a. simply because it is the 

more intelligent option and because option b . would imply 

developing a lexicon of vast proportions, something which would 

have a very adverse effect on the speed of the program and the 

possibility to convert unrestricted text. 

A system of approximately 120 rules were developed. It soon 

became clear, however, that the rule component alone would not 

provide an acceptable success ratio. Option a. had to be 

enriched by developing a combination of components such as one 

finds in a true grammar of language. These components include 

a . the rules transforming written text into speech; 

b. obligatory phonological rules, morphonological rules 

and spelling rules; 

c. a morpheme dictionary combined with a morphological 

parser; 

d. syllabification rules; 

e. a syntactic parser (phrase level); and 

f. stress rules. 

In this demonstration the attention will focus on the mor-

phological component, a part of the system known as MORFON. 

3. The morphological parser 

The MORFON subsystem is made up of different components in-

cluding (a) a morpheme dictionary, consisting of approximately 

12,000 monomorphemes and a number of morphological complexes of 
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Romance origin, each marked for its syntactic category and for 

certain permissible morphological derivations and inflexion; (b) 

an algorithm to do a complete search for all possible morpheme 

combinations in a word form; (c) a number of word formation 

rules to act as a filter to test a morphological analysis; (d) 

a number of morphonological rules to account for different 

realizations of the same morpheme; and (e) a number of spelling 

rules to account for spelling changes such as in the case of the 

doubling of the t in the plural form katte (cats). 

The dictionary of approximately 12,000 items include the 

following subclasses: stems, affixes and a number of morpho-

logical complexes of Romance origin. They include forms such as 

aborsie, abortxef, agnosties, agnostislsme, e t c . The Romance 

loan words are included because in many cases their morphology 

is rather complex and sometimes not systematic to a high 

degree. Romance affixes more often than not combine with bound 

stems/roots with variable forms. Furthermore Romance forms are 

not productive in Afrikaans, thus facilitating the option that 

we took, namely to list them in the dictionary. In those cases 

where there is a systematic relationship between derived forms, 

only one category is listed while the other is derived by a 

morphological rule, as is the case with derivations with -eer 

and -asie in word forms such as abdlkeer, abdlkaslei adapteer, 

adaptasie; aglteer, agltasie; etc. In cases such as these, only 

one subcategory is listed in the dictionary (in this case word 

forms ending in -asie), while the other subcategory is derived 

by a rule. 

The items in the dictionary are marked for syntactic cate-

gory, permissible derivations and, in the case of affixes, the 

applicability of morphonological rules. The entries also give 

information on phonetic representation, stress and syllabifi-

cation. Leaving the phonological information aside, an entry 

would look something like the following: 
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Stems 

absorbeer vifvolzm 

abstraheer v/fvlokzm 

abstrak a#cmeqA 

Affixes 

aar A#cbgisf|vke 

aard Aij/bfs|TDE 

aardig A#cinesq|TDE 

with the syfflbols before # denoting the syntactic category, the 

symbols after # the permissible derivations and, in the case of 

the affixes, the symbols after | denoting the applicability of 

certain morphonological rules (including the spelling rules) 

associated with that affix. 

The word formation rules include rules such as the following: 

-aar —> n,[n,v]. 

-aard —> n,a. 

-agtig —> a,[n,a,v]. 

(symbols before the comma denote the resultant syntactic 

category, symbols after the comma denote the syntactic 

category of the base) 

These rules function as filters designating permissible 

derivations. 
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Morphonological rules include rules such as 

a = |K|Masie^O| ( derivation w i t h - a s i e ) 

example: inisleer x inisiasie 

d = |A|Md'0| { d-insertion ) 

example: konklusie x konkludeer 

e = |A|Me^o| ( e-insertion ) 

example: waarde x waardig 

h = |K|Mhede^O| ( -hede-plurals ) 

example: sekerheid x sekerhede 

n = |n|Dl| ( n-deletion ) 

example: bewoe x bewoenheid 

r = |K|Maris^O| ( derivation with - a r i s ) 

example: militer x militarlstles 

s = |W|DI MF^O| ( w-devoicing ) 

example: graaf x grave 

t = |A|Mt^0| { t-insertion ) 

example: elegant x elegansle 

u = |T|Dl| { t,d,e-deletion ) 

example: hou x houdJbaar, anargls x anarglsties 

(In the final programme, written in Modula 2, t h e rules 

were not entered in this format.) 

and the spelling rules include 

k = |VK=|DI| { consonant singling ) 

example: kat x katte 

V = |KUK|l2^l| { vowel doubling ) 

example: skool x skole 

w = IKU111^0 Mt^oi { vowel doubling and t - i n s e r t i o n ) 

(a combination of spelling and m o r p h o n o l o g i c a l v a r i a t i o n ) 

example: demokraat x demokrasie 

The symbols A , K, T , u and v denote the following g r o u p s of 

characters: 
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A = jabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzI 

K = IbcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyzI 

T = |tde| 

U = |aeou| 

V = |aeiou| 

The characters are categorised in this way to define sub-

categories as they participate in different processes. For 

instance, in Afrikaans the character /i/ does not take part in 

the spelling convention of vowel doubling, justifying category 

U. 
The rules are identified by a lower case character. The 

symbols to the right of the first [-marker specifies the envi-

ronment of the rule and those after the second [-marker de-

scribes the rule itself, with I = insertion, D = deletion and M 

= merge. The numbers identify the characters by numbering them 

from right to left in the word. Example: 12^1 Mt^O can be 

translated as "Insert the penultimate character before the last 

character." 

The morphological analysis is based on the principle of re-

cursive matching from the left and the right, searching for the 

largest morpheme starting at the auslaut of the word and 

matching them recursively with morphemes in the dictionary until 

a perfect fit has been established, taking into account the 

restrictions posed on the whole process by the information in 

the dictionary, the filter function of the word formation rules 

and the applicability of the morphonological rule component. 

The algorithm first of all duplicates the word to be ana-

lysed. All actions are then applied to the duplicate, doing a 

matching operation recursively from the right. Applied to an 

example like onversekerbare (Eng. uninsurable), the algorithm 

would immediately try to match -e to some morpheme in the dic-

tionary, finding the attributive - e . This morpheme will trigger 

the application of either vowel doubling or consonant singling 

(spelling rules). The environment does not satisfy the 

environment for consonant singling, but vowel doubling is 

applicable resulting in the identification of the suffix 

-baar. The recursive matching mechanism goes ahead and 

identifies the morphemes seker, ver- and on-, while keeping in 
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mind the applicability of morphonological rules along the w a y , 

resulting in a perfect fit. Because the system is designed to 

do a complete search, it repeats the whole procedure, starting a 

new matching sequence identifying the same or a larger chunk of 

the input word form, in this case identifying the plural 

_e, followed by vowel doubling and the eventual Identification 

of the noun aar (Eng. vein, ear (corn)). Eventually, the re-

cursive matching mechanism will not succeed in providing a 

perfect match for the remaining chun)c of the input word form 

(i.e. onversekerh-), causing the system to discard this option. 

This procedure is followed through until all possibilities are 

accounted for. 

Quite often more than one analysis results. A choice is then 

made on the grounds of morphological complexity: the system 

will choose the least complex analysis, by first of all checking 

the number of compounds and then the number of derivations 

constituting the complex word form. This option was chosen on 

statistical grounds. 

4. Problems 

As can be Imagined, the system is not without its problems. 

The most taxing problems are those that will have to be solved 

by incorporating more semantics. This is the case in examples 

such as reklamser (Eng. protest), analysed by the system as rek 

(Eng. elastic) + lam (Eng. lamb) + eer (suffix) or vlieery (Eng. 

flight, flying), analysed by the system as vliee (flies) + ry 

(ride). 

5. perspective 

At this very moment the system has proven itself to such an 

extent that it is being incorporated in different larger sys-

t- 3, such as text-to-speech conversion systems and reading 

systems for the blind. However, a lot of work still has to be 

done to deal with problems such as those mentioned in the 

previous paragraph. 
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